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Greendaks Mines Limited,
100 Adelaide Street West, 42Ei3SEeee3 63.390 KABY "LAKE" 010
Toronto, Ontario 

Gentlemen:

This report describes the electrical resistivity survey 

and some magnetic profiling carried out on your property in 

Elmhirst and Pifher Townships, District of Thunder Bay, Port 

Arthur Mining Division, Ontario.

The work was conducted by Geo-Technical Development 

Company Limited during the period June 17th to iJuly 31st, 1953* 

under the supervision of the writer. The results are shown on 

the accompanying Plan No. 1. 

Summary and^ Re cpmme ndat i on 3

Eight good conducting zones and some weaker shears 

or fracture zones are indicated by the resistivity survey. On 

the basis of the known structural conditions, two of these 

zones, "B" and "D", are believed to warrant extensive attention 

for gold. The possibility of base metal deposition is stressed, 

particularly in the "C"- n C-l" zone. The "E", "B-3", "F" and "G" 

zones deserve investigation.

A combined prospecting and drilling campaign is 

recommended. 

Property, Location, Accessibility

The 15 mining claims covered by the survey are as

follows: TE 35571, 35572, 35573, 35571+, 35568
TD 387^4.6, 387)4.7 in Elmhirst Township, and
TB 35563, 35561;, 35565, 35566, 35567
TB 3*4-818, 314-319, 3i|-'320 in Pifher Township,
Ontario.
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The property lies near Little Crooked Green Lake 

about [{. g- miles due north of the Sturgeon River Gold Mines. 

Access is made by the recently constructed gravel road which 

leads from the Trans-Canada Highway west of Nezah to the Onaman 

area. This road crosses the southwest claims on the property. 

Explanation of Resistivity Method

The method used by Geo-Technical Development Company 

Limited is a form of the early resistivity methods modified by 

some seven consecutive years experience in the field.

In essence, a known current is put into the ground and 

readings are taken at 50 foot intervals along the picket lines 

by sensitive vacuum tube voltmeters measuring the voltage drop 

across this interval. Calculations translate these voltage 

readings into resistance values in terms of ohm-centimeters. 

These are plotted on the map.

Due to the inhomogeneity of the medium being examined, 

in short, the complexity of the geology and structure, inter 

pretations are based on experience and a knowledge of the 

geological conditions in the area being tested with tbis 

particular method. Where the latter are unknown, the inter 

pretation must, of necessity, be limited or very tentative.

However, without any geological information it is 

generally possible to differentiate between banded rocks such 

as volcanics, sediments or gneiss and larrje bodies of massive 

intrusives, due to the difference of electrical conductivity 

between the various flows or beds. Strike trends, folding, etc.,
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are therefore readily picked up. In some cases, rock contacts 

may be inferred.

Shear or fracture zones are relatively better conductors 

due to their higher water content. Where extreme low resistivity 

values are found, graphite or sulphides are indicated. Graphite 

is found in schist or shear zones or sedimentary horizons, which 

are shown by electrical methods as, generally, narrow low linear 

trends. Unfortunately, from the point of view of interpretation, 

sulphides may be present with the graphite or may occur in shear 

zones giving similar low linears. 

Interpretation of Geophysical Results

General. The resistivity values, plotted in terras of
L 

ohm-centimeters x 10 , show the property to be in an area of

general high resistance. This appears to be indicative of areas 

in which intrusives are abundant either at surface or at shallow 

depths. The geological evidence is that at least 5Qfc of the 

surface rocks are intrusive. The general outlines of the 

intrusive "granodiorite" porphyries are shown on the plan.

Several strong conductors are found on the property 

with values low enough to indicate sulphides in some cases. 

The conductors are lettered from "A" to "H" for easy reference.

An east-north-east to north-east rock trend is indicated 

by the resistivity contours, and a north-west striking structural 

condition is shown particularly by the western termination of 

Anomalies "A", "B" and "D". The geological evidence of north 

west striking intruaives explains these di sconformities of the 

electrical contours.
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The volcanic rocks show lower average resistivity 

values than do the massive porphyritic rocks. It is probable 

that all the better conductors lie in the volcanics. On this 

basis, in certain cases, the porphyry contacts are assumed from 

the resistivity results.

Good Conductors. Anomaly "A-l" is associated with 

the main showing on the property. This relationship suggests 

that the sections in and adjacent to the good conductors are 

good prospecting ground for gold deposition. The narrow anomalous 

zone "A"-"A-1", lies over rock strippings and trenches showing

gassan and narrow sinuous heavily mineralized fracturing. 

Values go as low Tas 0.1(3 x 10^ in TI A". Geologically, "A"-"A-1" 

lies off the east contact of the north-west trending porphyry 

but does not extend very far to the east.

Anomaly "B" is also over an outcrop area, sandwiched 

between the main north-west porphyry and the nose of a similar 

north-east trending intrusive. Resistivity values are not as 

low as "A" but are low enough to indicate sulphides. Very little 

prospecting has been carried out on this anomaly which is under 

lain by volcanics. The "B" anomaly lies in a good conducting 

break which extends to the small lake in claim T.B.355?1|- Areas 

of stronger conductance on this break are lettarsd"B-l", "B-2" 

and "B-3". The "B-3" is the largest and strongest. Some 

outcrops lie within the anomaly but the strongest part of the 

break would be inaccessible to surface work. Drilling is also 

recommended.
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The "C"-"C-1" zone is the longest good conductor, 

extending from the west to east boundaries. Values go as low 

as 6 x 10"^". This break appears to terminate the north-west 

striking porphyry and apparently lies within volcanics. 

Unfortunately, the zone underlies an alder-spruce muskeg with 

no opportunity of surface prospecting. Drilling is recommended 

on the wider "G" anomaly.

The "D" zone is a relatively small anomaly lying off 

the east contact of the main north-west porphyry, to the north 

of "E". It lies within spruce nraskeg and values are not as low
*

as "A", "E" and "C". It is believed that topography may be 

responsible to some extent for this anomaly although it 

undoubtedly lies within a fracture zone or narrow shear. 

Prospecting the eastern extension of this break is recommended.

"3", "? rt , and "G" are isolated anomalies which appear 

to lie in volcanics partially or wholly surrounded by porphyry. 

They probably represent fracture aoiies. "G" has a value as low 

as 1.6 x 10 suggesting some concentration of sulphides. 

Opportunities for prospecting are not too good except at "P". 

Drilling is suggested for the "G" anomaly.

The "H" anomaly lies at the north boundary of claim 

T.B. 355^5* ^ ̂- s a t ^'ae edge of an outcrop hill and spruce 

muskeg. Further work is necessary to properly evaluate this 

anomaly.

Other minor narrow fracture or shear zones are indicated 

on the map.
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Magnetic profiling shows no strong kicks corres 

ponding with the good conductors, but results over many of the 

zones show slight magnetic effects suggesting that pyrrhotite 

mineralization may be present to some degree. This applies 

particularly to the eastern extension of "A-l" to "B", "D", 

"C", "C-l" and "E".

Remarks. A resistivity survey over a gold property 

seldom finds strong conductors suggesting sulphide concentra 

tions. Shearing and structure will show up usually, but unless 

the structural control for the gold deposition is known, the 

search for gold concentrations on the basis of resistivity work 

is much more difficult than the search for base metals, where 

only good conductors are of interest. The information supplied 

by the geological mapping, however, is of considerable assist 

ance in this case.

From what is known on the property, the main gold 

showing is in volcanics on the edge of the small "A-l" anomaly. 

This would suggest that any of the small anomalies, as well as 

the larger ones, are likely locations for gold deposition. 

Another feature associated with this gold concentration is the 

porphyry contact. Unfortunately, there are so many porphyry 

contacts associated with the various anomalies that this assoc 

iation Is not too helpful. However, if we farther tie down the 

showing to the east contact of the north-west porphyry dyke, we 

then have the "B" and "Dn anomalies with the same three 

structural conditions - jood conductance, associated porphyry,
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and the east contact of the north-west dyke. Therefore it 

would appeal- that these anomalies should receive first 

attention.

The Greenoaks property, although containing a gold 

showing, is In the general area of the Onaman base metal field. 

Carbonate alteration and one or two specks of chalcopyrite 

were noted in outcrops at the edge of the "C"-"C-1" break. 

There is a possibility that this aone contains base metal 

mineralization, and drilling is definitely recommended. 

Survey Data

An electrical resistivity survey arid a small amount 

of magnetic profiling was carried out over the property of 

Qreenoaks Mines Limited located in Elmhirst and Pifher 

Townships, Ontario.

The work was conducted by Cf.o-Technical Development 

Company Limited during the period June l?th to July 31st, 1953 

under the supervision of the writer. The results of the 

surveying are shown on Plan No. l accompanying this report.

Electrical resistivity readings were taken at *?Q
j, 

foot intervals and are expressed i ri ohrn- centime ter s x 104"

and shown to the east of the traverse lines. Magnetic readings 

were saken at 100 foot intervals and are expressed in gaiu~nas 

and shown on tho plan by a profile line to the west of the 

travorse lines.

A base line was established at 79 degrees northeast 

astronomic and north-south traverse lines were turned off at 

300 foot intervals from this base line.
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A total of 23.16 miles of electrical resistivity 

surveying was conducted and 3*03 wiles of magnetic surveying.

The number of eight-hour man-days required to 

complete the survey is as follows:

(8 hour) 
MAN D^YS

Laying spread 12 x ij. 

Operating Resistivity Survey 1^8 z i; 

Operating Magnetic Survey 16 x Ij. 

Drafting

Calculation, Interpretation,
Office typing fc Supervision

30 x li 

Hj. x i).

ATTRIBUTABLE TO 
ASSESSMENT VORK

592

6ij.

120

56

Total .. 220 080

iff), S

ft

Toronto, Ontario 
October 6, 1953

Respectfully submitted,

GEO -TECHL! 1C AL DEVELOPMENT

S. V. Burr, M.A., ,. 
Geologist

/*

LTD.
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Greenoaks Mines Limited,
100 Adelaide Street West, ^'^'s^ww^Tas'a "^"BY'LAKE" 020
Toronto, Ontario

Gentlemen:

This report describes the results of geological 

mapping on your property in Elmhirst and Pifher Toi-;nships, 

District of Thunder Bay, Port Arthur Mining Division, Ontario.

The work was carried out by the writer on behalf of 

G-eo-Technical Development Company Limited during the period 

August 1st to 31st, 1953* with the assistance of i-'ir. 3. Caner. 

The results are shown on the accompanying Plan No. 1A. 

Summary and Recommendations

Several interesting prospecting bets have been

indicated on the property. Attention is directed to the areas 

close to or in the good conductors found by the electrical 

resistivity survey, and possibilities of base metal concentra 

tions are suggested, as well as gold. The structural features 

on the property are excellent, and two of the anomalous zones 

show size as well as strength. Nevertheless, evidence is 

present to indicate shallow conditions may prevail,

li. combined prospecting and drilling program is 

recommended, 

Property, Location, accessibility

The 15 mining claims covered by the geological 

mapping are as follows:

T.B. 35571, 35572, 3^573, 3557':-, 35568, 337U6, 337V7
all in elmhirst Townshio 

T.B. 35563, 3556'-, 35565, 35-66, 35567, 3)1613, 3^19
and 3![.320, all in Pifher Township, Ont.
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The property lies near Little Crooked Green Lake 

about Ij.|- miles due north of the Sturgeon River G-old Mines. 

Access is made by the recently constructed gravel road which 

leads from the Trans-Canada Highway west of Nezah to the Onaman 

area. This road crosses the southwest claims on the property. 

Topography

Much of the property is hilly with a probable elevation 

of 200 feet at the highest point on Line 12W, 950 feet south, in 

relation to the road at the base line. The muskegs are not too 

wet, and with the exception of the large swamp in the north 

claim, T.E.35571* it is unlikely that they would contain enough 

water in the summer-time to supply diamond drilling needs.

The shape of trie hills and most of the muskegs are 

the result of glaciation which apparently travelled in a south 

direction. The overburden is essentially sand and gravel.

Spruce, balsam, alders and local stands of cedar are 

found in the muskegs; spruce, poplar, birch and minor jackpine 

and Scotch pine on the hills. A wide irregular burn traverses 

the drier ground in the north half of the property.

G-ood drinking water is found only in the creeks in 

claims T.B. 35573 and T.B.35571. The lakes and ponds are 

shallow and muddy, with considerable beaver activity* 

Introduction

The mapping was carried out at the completion of an 

electrical resistivity survey, and particular attention was 

paid to hhe anomalous areas indicated by the survey, and chown 

on the Plan with the geology.
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The geophysical report describes these good con 

ductors and attention is directed to this report and map. 

Rock Types

tit least half the rock exposed on the surface is 

intrusive. Mutual contacts are not plentiful. However, the 

following dykes were seen cutting the medium grained "grano 

diorite" porphyry: diabase, trap, basic porphyry and coarse 

porphyry. Their relationship to each other and the one 

lamprophyre dyke on Line 12E is not known.

The medium grained porphyry is seen in intrusive 

contact with the volcanics in several places.

Following is a description of the intrusives, in 

probable order from youngest to oldest. (Greater detailed 

descriptions are found in Ontario Department of Mines reports 

by E.L. Bruce, "Sturgeon River", and W.W. Koorehouse, "South 

Onaman Area".)

Diabase; The two narrow dykes north of the pond on 

Line 6E are medium-fine grained with chilled contacts. Some 

small quartz "eyes" were observed. The large outcrop on the 

north boundary of claim T.B. 355^7 on Line 15VJ is medium 

grained. rio contacts are exposed so that width and strike are 

not known.

Lamprophyre: The single dyke noted cutting andesite 

on Line 12E has a north-v:est strike. It is fine grained and 

appears to bo a hornblende minette.

GEO -TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
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Tray: These dykes are dark, fine grained and 

aphanitic. Exposures on Lines 3E and [i.2E indicate a general 

strike trend of 1\T600W-W70 OW.

"Basic" Porphyry; This rock, as exposed across 

Lines 9W to O and on Line 12E, is greenish in colour, medium- 

fine grained, with altered corroded feldspar phenocrysts. In 

places the phenocrysts decrease in number leaving a dark rock 

ii?hich may be related to the lamprophyre family.

Coarse Porphyry: This intrusive is rather unusual 

in that it is still coarse grained even when in narrow dykes. 

It generally has a variable and irregular shape in its 

relationship to the medium grained porphyry which it cuts. 

Although mineralogically it appears similar to the medium 

grained porphyry, it is generally easy to identify or distinguish 

from the lat,;er. The altered feldspar phenocrysts are plentiful 

and may reach |- inch in length. The minor quarts seems to have 

fairly regular distribution. It could be classed as a quartz 

diorite porphyry.

Medium grained Porphyry and Granodiorite: This 

intrusive is by far the most corrrnon. It is generally massive, 

but does vary in texture and grain size. Although contacts with 

the volcanics are generally abrupt with little chilling noted, 

in some single exposures it is difficult to distinguish this 

rock from the fine grained porphyritic rock which is probably 

recrystallized volcanics. White weathering, common also to the
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volcanics, makes quick identification difficult, and it is 

generally necessary to break fresh specimens in order to 

determine the rock type. Some siliceous or acid phases were 

noted in the southwest claim, T.3. 3.) '820.

The country rock is volcanic. Two types were dis 

tinguishable, andesite and agglomerate. Due to the white 

weathering, it is probable thut more agglomerate is present 

than is indicated on the map area, since good exposures are 

necessary to discern the fragments. Possibly some tuffaceous 

beds are present but none were determined with certainty.

Andesite; The andesite is fine grained and structure 

less. Ho pillows or bedding contacts could bc identified so 

that strike or dip determination could not be made. The rock 

is fine grained, greenish, but generally there is some indica 

tion of recrystallization. Variations are found from fine 

grained to medium-f i:ie grained porphyritic, approaching the 

medium grained porphyry in appearance. During the first stages 

of mapping, much of the fine grained porphyry was so named and 

is denoted on the ^ap with the symbol "PT", --s greater 

familiarity via s gained, the fine grained porphyry was called 

recrystallized andesite and the symbol "AR" was applied. For 

a time there appeared to be a slight difference between the two, 

with the "7F" containing fairly fresh, elongated feldspar 

phenocrysts, and the "AT?" having corroded or less wsll crystal 

lized phenocrysts. However, when all the information is
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assembled, the writer favours the view that both represent 

recrystallised volcanics.

There is a distinct possibility, however, that in 

a few places the "FP" may represent a finer grained phase of 

the intrusive.

Agglomerate: This rock offers the best opportunities 

to trace the structure of the country rock. In only one 

exposure, near Line 15E north of the pond, were good bedding 

indications seen, but in two other places, agglomerate outcrops 

have been lined up to indicate the strike trend.

The fragments are generally altered and rounded, and 

most of them represent material similar to the associated 

andesite s. None of the fragments are larger than 2 or 3 inches, 

and unless the exposure is fa?.rly fresh, or very weathered and 

pitted, the fragments are difficult to detect.

In the east claim, T.B.355&8, west of the small lake, 

one outcrop shows recrystallization with the development of 

feldspar phenocrysts. 

Structure

The property lies on the edge of or within a large 

granite batholith which has various dioritic facies,, Both 

Moorehouse and Bruce in their reports of the general geology, 

suggest that the volcanic rocks are merely roof pendants and 

that at relatively shallow depths they would disappear.

The general strike as indicated by some structures 

in the volcanics and the shape of many of the medium grained

GEO -TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
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porphyry intrusions is east to north-east with steep dips. 

Interrupting this in a very marked fashion is the north-west 

strike of some of the major intrusives. This north-west trend 

is most evident in the medium grained porphyry west of the 

main showing, but it is also duplicated by the coarse porphyry 

which cuts the base line at line 3E, and is suggested also in 

the east claim T.3.35568. The dip of these north-west dykes 

could not be ascertained, but from experience elsewhere in the 

area, the writer believes they would be steep to vertical,

Although the country rock offers little in the way of 

structural information, some swing in strike is indicated by 

the agglomerate band in claim T.B.35561}.. Also, in one outcrop 

near the township line east of the Main Showing, some quartz- 

filled drag-folding in or close to the small porphyry intrusion 

indicates a flat 25 degree plunge of the structure to the west, 

agreeing with the general plunge of the Little Long Lac-Nipigon 

belt.

Minor structures are the directions of fracturing 

filled by the various small basic dykes, which appear to have 

little direct bearing on ore deposition, and the north-east 

fault ing o This latter is apparent at the main showing where 

east side north offsetting up to five feet is observed, and on 

the well-exposed agglomerate-porphyry outcrop north of the pond 

near Line 15E, where offsetting is measured in inches.

This north-east structure is indicated over a wide 

area by a pronounced jointing. Quartz-carbonate strin.rers are
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found in several places in the north-east joint planes, but 

they all appear barren. The parallelism of this joint-fault 

direction with the diabase dykes suggests a similar late age, 

leaving little hope for economic mineralization in these 

openings.

Shearing is not prevalent in any of the rock types. 

Geophysical Evidence

The geophysical results suggest that the main gold 

showing is associated with a good conductor. This good conductor 

as seen in strippings and trenches represents sulphide mineral 

ization. Apparently these sulphides do not contain high gold 

values, but the relationship of this good conductor and the 

gold fracturing appears to be more than a coincidence. There 

fore, the other good conductors indicated by the survey are of 

particular interest.

The combined geological and geophysical results suggest 

that all the anomalous conditions lie in the volcanics. Most 

of the good conductors lie under muskeg preventing visual 

examination during mapping. Fortunately all the muskegs are 

not anomalous so that there is no suspicion that wet ground 

or sub-surface topography is responsible for these conditions. 

Some carbonate alteration was noted on the edges of the two 

larger anomalies: the !V C"-"C-1" zone and the "B-3", and one or 

two specks of chalcopyrite.

The resistivity values over the property are generally 

high, being of the o r-der of 10 ohm-centimeters, although some
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3 of the values within the good conductors are In the low 10

ohm-centimeter class. This high resistance is probably due 

to the large proportion of massive intrusive in the area. 

Summation of Evidence

One of the most notable features on this property Is 

the large amount of intrusive material. If the volcanics are 

"roof pendants" and If all the fracturing is confined to the 

volcanics, shallow depths for the gold deposition Is suggested. 

The known flat plunge of the folded country rock in the belt, 

suggested on the property in the one outcrop, increases the 

chances of shallowness of any one gold shoot* To offset this 

discouraging evidence Is the fact that the dip of the volcanics 

is steep to vertical, and that two of the geophysical zones, 

MB Tt and particularly "C", are strong and long*

The north-west structure, represented by the porphyry 

dykes, Is believed by the writer to be the key structure assoc 

iated with the gold deposition. This north-west structural 

trend, although not always outlined so obviously by Intrusives, 

is repeated along the entire Little Long Lac-lliplgon belt and 

several of the gold deposits are associated with It.

Two of the other conductors, "B" and "D", have the 

same relation to the east contact of the main north-x^est 

porphyry as has the "A"-"A-1" conductor associated with the 

main showing. A repitition of the conditions at the main 

howing would be expected in these zones. The "B" zone shows
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greater length than the "^i" and could mean a larger area of 

fracturing.

The known occurrence of sulphides in the ".ri" anomaly, 

and the low resistivity values in several of the other anomalies, 

suggest that there are possibilities other than gold on the 

property. The two larger conductors "C" and "B-3" are believed 

to have base metal possibilities since the property is in the 

general area of the Onaman Lake occurrences.

Several of the anomalous conditions such as "B", the 

"D" east extension, "B-3" and "F" are on higher ground or in 

outcrop areas 0 

Ree onrr.endat i on s:

A combined prospecting and drilling program is 

recommended for the property. All the anomalous conditions 

should be investigated in one way or another. On the map, 

areas for prospecting have been suggested as well as several 

drill hole set-ups. A -^25^000.00 minimum expenditure is 

estimated as necessary to eliminate the possibilities on the 

property. 

Geological Survey Data

CJeological mapping was conducted over your 15 claim 

group located in Elmhirst and Pifher Townships, District of 

Thunder Bay, Port ...rthur Mining Division, Ontario.

The work was carried out by the writer on behalf of 

Greo-Technlcai Development Company Limited du r l r. g the period 

August 1st to 3l3t, 1953 with the assistance of i^. B. Caner.
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A base line, 1.66 miles in length, was established at 

79 degrees northeast astronomic and north- south traverse lines 

were turned o'.'f at 2,03 foot intervals from this base line. 

28.16 -miles of picket lines traversed the property and geological 

mapping was conducted along these picket lines. The results of 

the work are sho T.-m on Plan No. l-.-, accompanying this report.

The nunber of eight-hour man-days required to complete 

this work is as follows:

(3 hour)

Line cutting and chaining

Geological mapping

Drafting

Report, Interpretation,
Typing, Supervson

otal

(*

Toronto, Ontario 
October 6, 1953

,iTTl-! IBUTA3LE TO 
^3-S^^anT "WORK

62 x .[j.

30 x j i.

JJD x l;. 

23?

2.!j.8 

120

6Jj. 

561

Re spe ctfully submitted, 

GSO-TZCnrTIC.iL DEVELOPMENT COKFAIIY LTD

8. V. Burr, I-'.A.,
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